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With the rapid development of global economic integration and deepening of 
international division for labor，Processing trade has become the main characteristic that 
China participates in the International Division of Labor within products. But with the 
intense international competition in recent years, processing trade is facing with great 
challenge. EMS companies are facing falling profits、slow development speed under the 
multiple pressure of increasing labor cost and raw material price. As one member of EMS 
processing companies, HG company need control operating costto compensate for the 
profits desperately. As Customs and logistics department is mainly responsible for 
importation、exportation and transport service.  It is one important component of supply 
chain of the third profit - point .How to realize the logistics cost saving and tax reduction 
is significant for the company’s overall operating cost. So I select supply chain process of 
HG company as the research object, We hope get logistics cost and tax cost saving through 
the business process improvement. 
This thesis is guided by the thought of BPI ,in-depth analysis of the status of the 
supply chain of HG Company, analyzed the various issues HG Company exists in the 
supply chain process related with Customs & Logistics departments, put forward BPI 
proposals of Customs & Logistics process using systematic rebuilding method.Including 
process improvement for inbound shipments、outbound shipments、e-book reconciliation, 
the development of Customs system, theadjustment of the organization of Customs & 
Logistics department.Finally, this thesis made a statistic analysis on the efficiency of 
process improvement through actual implementation of BPI proposals.By comparing 
results before and after the process improvement can see, The target 7% of Customs tax 
and logistic cost reduction has beend achieved successfully.  
This thesis enriches the theory of BPI from the aspect of theory, it also provides the 
feasible solution to controllogistics and tax for processing Trade Company.From the aspect 
of practical meaning, it sets up a more suitable operation methods and management 
strategy to improve the operational efficiency, reduce the operating cost for the processing 
trade company. 
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都受到了影响，客户订单需求没有明显回暖，加工贸易企业仍然出口不旺。如全球
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